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Before this year began, the ideas for The Air Is Free were in place. The layout and form were
already considered but the content was left to be explored. A trip home to Ireland this summer
proved to be a revelatory experience and added a lot to the substance of this exhibition. A shift
occurred in that my output maintained the same formal components but the content became
more focused. My work became more about instilling moments, essences and feelings into my
efforts than ever before. In the past I tried to illuminate similar aspects but certainly not in such an
empowered, focused and direct fashion. When reflecting, meditating, seeking solace or feeling
a visceral reaction to nature, we experience feelings that are a total withdrawal from our daily
lives. It is these moments and feelings that I try to instill in my work.
The Air Is Free, is made up of three site specific installations – Whereas For Me It
Means, The Pulse Goes Thready and The Sun Has Long Since Set. To begin to understand the
show and my intentions it is useful to pick apart the formal components that are prevalent
throughout.

The Air Is Free has broad commonalities of form which bind the exhibition together. The
most prominent components are space, structure/form, light, music and synchronization. Through
discussing these elements it becomes more transparent how my work is created and what it sets
out to achieve.
An empty, dark room is a vessel I can fill with ephemeral forms and offer an immersive
sensory experience. Presenting my works in a darkened room creates an immediate vacuum and
a contrast to the outside space. As when entering a church or library, the dim light commands
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silence and observation and has the ability to detach us from people around us. By presenting
works in dark spaces, I feel we can become more introspective and engage with the work in a
more focused manner. It is the darkness that allows the light and music to come to life and
magnetize the audience into the experience.
I find a compelling and unique solitude in quiet environments such as the night sky, the
ocean, cavernous spaces and spiritual buildings. It is important to me to kindle these feelings
within my work. To do so, each piece is site specific and necessitates its own room. By using such
specific spaces, the works have the opportunity to engulf the audience in music and light.
Furthermore, space is of great importance to allow movement on behalf of the viewer. By
moving throughout each installation, the audience has the opportunity to hear and see the work
differently by experiencing it from different view points. This ultimately allows the work to be an
environment that one can become part of rather than an observer from the periphery. A
singular dark room invokes quiet and calm. It demands a certain reverence that commands that
time be given to the understanding and engagement of each piece.
In much of my work, light is choreographed to move in synchrony with sound. According
to the physical space, acoustic and manner of piece, I vary my instrumentation and tools, opting
for electronic or acoustic musical composition. The scale and acoustics of a space play a large
guiding factor in the composition, as it influences the dynamics, spatialization, duration, rhythm
and timbre. My music creates a sonic architecture around the audience through swells and slow
pulses, tension and release, deep basses and long suspensions. The music suggests emotion,
guides the light and creates a lulling atmosphere.
I am particularly drawn to light events such as the splendor of crepuscular rays, the
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comforting oscillation of a lighthouse beam, the sensuality of curling smoke. I harness this interest
by using projection and LEDs to reinterpret and engineer light. By using techniques such as
refraction and reflection, I can manipulate these elements to take them away from their
traditional presentation. In doing so, unique visual manifestations of light are generated that can
create new architectural space and ethereal forms. Many light sources, be they natural or man
made have an inherent musicality in their flicker and waver, creating a visual rhythm. Although I
am not a synaesthete I do consider light and music in a very synaesthetic manner; I constantly
find myself discovering a symmetry between music and color. I strive to instill my understanding
and perception of this sensory union through a selective use and pairing of color, texture,
harmony and shape.
To indicate a sense of synaesthesia in my work, synchronization between light and music
is paramount. Each shift in sound is reflected in the light, allowing the movement of the works to
become fluid and organic, each element becoming inextricable forms, influencing each other
throughout the span of a piece. As the music creates tension and movement, building in
dynamic and texture, so too does the light allowing for a growth between elements,
magnetizing the viewer into the shape and form of the work.
Each piece creates its own landscape and architecture, allowing the audience to feel
removed from their perception of the gallery space and deliver a new environment. As going to
a church, looking at the stars or going for a sea swim can extract our minds from our daily
routine, I try to instill a similar essence in my work. The work entices the viewer to become
momentarily removed from the traditional gallery space and to be caught up in an immersive
and visceral sensation, where we have no choice but to be engulfed in waves of light and
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sound.

The largest work in the show, The Sun Has Long Since Set, is a site specific, immersive,
audio-visual installation. Surround sound choir and four channel video fill the room with light and
music. When I knew that I had the privilege to have a solo show in the Carroll Gallery, I
wanted to use the front space to create a large scale immersive audio visual installation which
was much grander in scale than anything I had ever tackled previously. From the outset I was
interested in creating a sanctuary for myself and hopefully my audience too. Having visited La
Monte Young and Marian Zazella's Dream House1 in New York many times, it has consistently
been in my mind to create a space I could fill with my own music and light.
Sacred spaces command focus and reverence. Many try to evoke awe in the grandeur
of their architecture. The design of their build is distinctly mapped to elevate and quiet the
congregation's mind. The architecture in many serves to allow a voice to soar across the room
and to create a particular resonance for music. It was my intention to reinvent the front room
and create a sanctuary. As a church is filled with music and stained glass, I wanted to fill it with
my own music and light in a secular idiom. It was a sincere interest to discover if I could manifest
such a sanctuary for myself with this project.
The acoustic properties of the largest room in the gallery are quite unique. It is a
voluminous room with a tall glass ceiling, contributing to its large and distinct resonance. Due to
its dynamic and harmonic range, texture and flexibility, voice was an obvious choice to explore
the acoustics of the space. The nature of voice allows for great variation in mood, expression
1 Dream House, 275 Church Street, New York, NY 10013
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and emotion; it can be intimate and tender, but can also provide a powerful and encompassing
sound. Additionally, voice is historically reminiscent due to its extensive past, particularly in
relation to sacred choral works. In using voice I am further suggesting the idea of making the
gallery a sacred space. The choir are split up around the room, one voice per wall, much like
Renaissance Venetian choirs. The individual parts move around the room, compliment each other
and immerse the audience.
A primary motivation behind making this piece was to create a sense that the room was
breathing. This idea is manifested through static musical movement, where each chord is broken
up with silence. The visuals represent this by filling the room with light upon sounding and more
sparse light matched with silence. A strong sense of interior space is apparent as the light and
music engulf the audience.
The music begins by forming around a central motif. The motif elongates and gradually
divides between the voices. The bass voices provide punctuation whilst the higher voices add a
complimentary response, with all four parts uniting at the end of each phrase. This idea then
alternates and is led by the higher voices. As the vocal parts separate, each wall changes color
as the parts begin a dialogue. The text is made up mostly of syllabic vowel sounds. I used these
as I wanted it to feel as if the voices were simply creeping out of the walls, neutral in expression
except for the content of the actual music. The music crescendos into a four chord progression at
the ending, spearheaded by a vibrant and trilling soprano. With this, the light pulsates and
draws a clear and climactic ending to the first movement.
The video channels of this work are composed to reflect the texture, harmony, and mood
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of the voice. There are four video channels, all containing similar content, yet each part is written
specifically to match the vocal part that it is representing. The video reads as a consistent whole;
each part has very similar content, yet individual videos amplify the dynamic, rhythmic and
harmonic content of each voice. The colors of each movement have been chosen in reflection of
my perception of synaesthesia. To me, particular ranges, textures and pitches reflect a variety of
hues; low ranges denote blues and greens, higher ranges oranges and yellows. To provide my
color palette with a strong sense of complimentary colors and vibrant hues I have used the
color palettes of certain birds from Papau New Guinea to help strengthen my color choices and
add a vibrancy that will help bring the room, music and light to life.
The second movement focuses on the individual parts breathing. The voices hocket
around the room as they build up out of a construction melody which thickens in texture and
complexity as it progresses. The music at the beginning is made up of a lot of rising intervals
between voices, many of which create a dissonance which resounds in the room. The tension is
satisfied as all voices group together and grow in dynamic and find silence in a general pause.
The rising motifs move around the different voices, weaving throughout each part, sometimes
criss crossing through the room. In the latter half of the movement the voices begin to group into
pairs, binding the walls into couplets, which then leads to the whole room unifying together in
synchrony. The harmony does not carry the dissonance of the earlier part of the movement,
creating a strong relief in the music, leading to a gradual dimming of dynamic, and bringing the
movement to a close.
Each video part is made of the same visual roots, but moves to different rhythms, in
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synchrony with the individual voices. This combination adds to the sense of motion around the
room which is especially apparent at the beginning of the movement. To reflect the general
absence of dissonance in the latter half of the movement all the visuals synchronize in a rather
playful swirl of dancing light. Bright bursts of color occur as climactic concordant chords ring out,
emphasizing the release in the music.
The Sun Has Long Since Set crescendos to become an orchestrated luminescence filling
the whole room with music and light. The lyrics become a variation of “Long after the sun has
set, I see.” In his book, The Long Way2, Bernard Moitessier describes his life on the sea as he
circumnavigated the world in the Sunday Times Golden Globe Race of 1968. Moitessier was
doing well in the race and it looked as though he might become the victor. Whilst on the
homeward route he succumbed to his existential enlightenment upon the sea and decided to
turn his boat around and sail nearly another two-thirds around the globe to be at peace on the
ocean. His writings and philosophy echoed much of what I have been thinking of late and I felt
it fitting to reference him in this piece. A particularly poignant moment occurred as Moitessier
had difficulty in rounding the Cape of Good Hope. He was feeling rather lost at sea but
eventually he stated, “The sun has long since set when my heart starts to pound: the Cape
Agulhas Lighthouse!”3 His joy upon finding a beacon which could give him direction was a
sentiment which resonated with me very much and felt like a fitting ending to the work.
Each of the video parts synchronize to create a strong sense of unity at the end of the
work. The content is made up of textures which pour down the walls, giving a sense of closure

2 Moitessier, Bernard. The Long Way. St Albans: Adlard Coles, 1974.
3 Ibid. p35.
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and ending. The colors change as different voices make entries or shift register. Of all the music,
this movement has the most traditional sense of harmony. The voices come together in a largely
homophonic progression with polyphonic lines beginning in the soprano that gradually move
throughout the parts. Having seen the Cy Twombly green and white room at the Menil
Collection4 in Houston, Texas, I was very eager to make a work based around water. This work
hardly represents those paintings but I was eager to reference the flow which I felt to be very
apparent in the Twombly gallery.
The music was recorded by the Tulane University Choir, conducted by Dr. Leonard
Raybon. During the night of the show reception, there were three live performances by the choir
in the space. The choir stood along the walls, wearing white shirts and black trousers and
surrounded the audience which sat or stood in the remaining space. The ideal presentation of
the work was in the recorded format, however, I found it suitable and exciting to have a choir
performance to create a new atmosphere and experience within the space. The recorded
format was the ideal presentation as it created a calmer atmosphere that usually meant less
people would experience the work at one time, further emphasizing my notion of creating a
sanctuary.

Whereas For Me It Means is made up of sixteen two-inch diameter speakers hanging
from a suspended frame. Each speaker is wired to a single LED. There are four channels of
audio with each track routed to four speakers which are dispersed throughout the space. As
music comes through a speaker, the LED lights up in tandem with the sound. Due to variation in
4 Cy Twombley, The Menil Collection, 1533 Sul Ross St, Houston, TX 77006
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dynamics the LED flickers and varies in strength of brightness. The music is composed in such a
manner that the LEDs take part in a light choreography, where a distinct visual rhythm is
apparent.
The music of Whereas For Me It Means is at a very low volume level, begging the
audience to move in among the speakers, listen intently, hear the sound shift around their
bodies and feel a clear sense of spatialization of the sound and light. The piece grows in
dynamic, harmonic complexity and dialogue between the speakers, so to come to life over the
span of four and a half minutes. A shift between two chords is the core theme of the music to
represent something akin to waves washing back and forth or tides pushing and pulling. As the
work is on constant loop, the music is lulling and slow forming so as not to tire the ear of the
listener and so that the work can be approached at any time of the cycle and be understood.
The sounds that the audience hear are from a synthesizer I made with sine tones as the
root source of sound. In the Woldenberg Art Center there is a stairwell inside which I am
particularly fond of singing and whistling. I am drawn to it for it creates a resonance which
creates a large swell and adds great body to whatever sound is uttered within it. By convoluting
the reverb response from the space, I was able to add the color of the stairwell to the sine
tones. In this way, I put a type of personal architectural stamp onto the sounds.
As the audience steps out of the work and views it from a distance, among many things,
one can imagine seeing an industrial landscape, a night sky,candles or fireflies. To lie
underneath the work is to gain another perspective of the installation. The speakers are
arranged in two circles, one encompassing another. When viewing the lights from below, the
dialogue between channels becomes very apparent. The inspiration for this work came from
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lighthouses and a desire to add sound to the visual rhythm which they innately create. To watch
lighthouses on an evening can be very meditative and tranquil with the quiet of the outdoors,
the solitude of an evening and the hypnotic and alluring rhythm of lights. Furthermore there is
always a comforting element to lighthouses, knowing they serve as a beacon to guide people to
safety. It is my intention in Whereas for me it means to explore and recreate some of this
experience.

The Pulse Goes Thready is a moving light sculpture comprised of a projector, fog machine and
mirror sculpture. A beam of light, shining down from the central point of the room moves in a
circular fashion around the central sculpture. The light, when highlighted by the fog, forms pillars
which gradually center on the mirror sculpture. The mirrors invert the light and allow it to bounce
back into the room, entering the space of the audience.
The piece moves slowly. It is in the viewer's interest to remain with the piece and watch it
evolve. The deliberately slow tempo is used to encourage the viewer to take time and relax. The
pace also creates tension as the audience await the light to make contact with the mirrors.
When contact is made, the movement of light is less predictable, providing a manner of release
and excitement. As the fog moves around the room, stunning curls are revealed, much in the
same way the smoke from a cigarette entices people to watch it spiral. In creating a piece with
such a slow tempo, the audience is granted time to engage with the fog, play with it, study the
movement and discover the beautiful movements in which it creates.
Initially, the idea for this piece came from crepuscular rays, which are rays of sunlight that
stream through gaps in clouds or around other objects. The rays create a powerful sight, one
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which cannot help but suggest awe or an awareness of a vastness larger than what we are
accustomed to in our daily routine. As the piece evolved and underwent many transitions and
formats, it began to resemble certain man made phenomenon, like the Neolithic passage tomb
in Ireland named Newgrange5. This tomb is made up of passages and chambers aligned with
the sun. On the winter solstice the central passage is flooded with light as the sun rises. The
Pulse Goes Thready is not made as a direct representation of Newgrange, but it is certainly a
phenomenon that I considered whilst making this work. Winter solstice marks a change in season
and a new beginning when the days begin to get longer; it is a turning point in the year and a
day of ancient ritual.
The darkness once again brings a particular reverence to the space as does the
passageway entering the space. It draws the viewer's attention to the light. The projection and
fog create an ephemeral object which is fragile, brief and delicate. I hope the silence and
darkness creates an enrapturing space, and one that reflects my desire to create a solitary
space within the gallery.

The Air Is Free was a culmination of a years work. I am very grateful that before I began
production I had a clear idea of the show in place. Beginning in such a manner started me down
a path of very focused learning and exploration. In tackling such a project I found great
satisfaction not only in the manifestation of the work, but in the creation of it too. The change in
my working mode since the Summer enabled me to instill more heart into my work than before. It
was my intention with The Air Is Free to create a sanctuary for myself. Although it may not be
5 Newgrange, Co.Meath, Ireland.
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the case for all my audience, the show continuously made me calm, encouraged me to lay down
and become immersed for hours; happily it became a manifestation of so much that I longed to
create in the gallery. Without a doubt there are improvements that can be made across the
board but it is to the future I look with immense excitement and relish. Through making this work
and collaborating with so many, I see there are endless possibilities for making engaging audiovisual installations. As long as I remember to take moments to extract myself from my daily
routine, I will always have something to guide my creativity.
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Illustration Information

The Sun Has Long Since Set
Four projectors with prisms
Four channel surround sound – SATB choir
Four channel video

Whereas For Me It Means
Sixteen two-inch speakers and LEDs
3D printed domes
5.1 DVD on loop

The Pulse Goes Thready
Mirror sculpture
Projector
DVD on loop
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